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This thesis describes an investigation into 
the noise made by a Roots—type blower of the kind widely 
used for pressure-charging internal combustion engines. 
After an Introduction intended to relate the enquiry to 
Its background the thesis falls into two parts. Of 
these the first, which is concerned with the mechanism 
of noise production within the blower, describes the 
experimental work carried out and derives conclusions 
as to the fundamental character of the noise. The 
second part describes a parallel investigation into some 
available silencing teohniajiee, and comments on their 
utility* 
Suggestions are made for modified blower 
designs intended to reduce the noise level, and the 
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The Defittion of Noise. 
The British Standards Institution define noise as "Bound 
undesired by the recipient". For the purpose of this thesis 
It is convenient to restrict consideration to noises of a periodic 
character, and further to draw a somewhat artificial distinction 
between "Structure-borne" and "Aiz'-borne" noise, noticing that 
noise originating in the mechanism of an engine is usually first 
manifested as a vibration of the engine structure, and thus 
communicated to the air in contact with the vibrating parts, 
while inlet and exhaust noises are directly induced vibrations 
of the inlet and exhaust sir columns. 
The distinction is of Value because the material and 
rigidity of the engine structure are of predominant importance 
in the generation and transmission of structure-borne noise, 
which can often be greatly reduced or even eliminated by suitable 
design, and which is this primarily a mechanical problem: but 
air-born, noise is little affected by structural considerations, 
save insofar as it may give rise to mechanical vibration of a 
badly-designed duct or manifold, and its reduction in mainly an 
acoustic matter. This thesis is concerned with air-borne, 
rather than structure-borne, noise. 
Zhe Basic Qb1e. 
The inlet and exhaust systems of an internal combustion 
engine have much acoustically in common, and in general it is 
unnecessary to distinguish between them when considering silencing 
methods. Often in the past it has been found permissible to 
neglect the inlet noise in comparison with the preponderant 
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exhaust notes of a normally-aspirated engine, and early 
silencers were always intended for the suppression of exhaust 
noise. Modern internal combustion engine practice increasingly 
favours the usa of blowers on the inlet side, either for pressure-
charging four-stroke engines or for scavenging two-stroke 
engines, and with the common adoption of blowers and the 
continuing increases In speed or the modern engine the problem 
or inlet noise has become very considerable. 
For reasons which are summarised in Section Four below 
the Roots-type blower is especially suitable for I.C. engine 
applications, and, save in certain specialised fields where 
high performance is the over-riding requirement, its use is 
almost universal on blown engines. It has always been 
recognised that the Roots blower is potentially very noisy, 
and for this reason many examples can be found of blowers run 
at speeds below those necessary for maximum efficiency solely 
because of the reduction in noise level. 
Despite the growing importance of the Roots blower 
during the last decade the writer has been able to find very 
little record of investigation into the noise made by blow.rs 
of this type. From time to time designs have appeared which 
are claimed to reduce the noise level, and some of these are 
briefly outlined later; but all of these are apparently quite 
empirical. The research which this thesis describes was 
therefore commenced in order to discover the mechanism of the 
production of noise by a Roots-type blower, and to provide 
Information which might either improve the utilisation of 
existing designs or enable new ones to be drawn up. 
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3. The Rook--type Blower. 
The Roots,-typs blower is a positive-displacement rotary 
blower distinguished from other types in the same category by 
the fact that no physical contact occurs between rotor and 
rotor or rotor and casing; it is thus Unique in its alass in 
that it needs no internal lubrication, and th.retore doss not 
contaminate the air delivered. 
The general arrangement drawings of Pig.1 show the 
blower in its most usual form, which comprises two parallel 
rotors revolving in opposite directions in a common casing, 
and kept to phase by gear-wheels at one end. The rotors are 
usually but not necessarily of similar cross-section and are 
so shaped that there is at all angular positions a smell, 
approximately constant, clearance between them and between 
each rotor and the casing. The blower may be regarded as a 
special case of a gear-pump with very few teeth, in which two 
Important consequences follow from the absence of physical 
S 
contact between the roto1) firstly, It is necessary to introduce 
the phasing gears mentioned above and, secondly, the rotors 
need not be of the involute or cycloidal form necessary for 
constant velocity gearing. In tact the rotor cross-section 
is usually decided empirically, ease of machining being a very 
Important factor. 
The diagrams of Pig. 2, in which various stages in the 
working cycle are shown adjacent to the corresponding sections 
of the pressure-volume diagram, illustrate the action of the 
blower. The blower is assumed to be pumping air from left to 
right on the diagram, with an inlet pressure V and a delivery 
pressure 	the upper rotor is rotating clockwise. At "a" the 
el 
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upper rotor is about to close the space z z which is full 
of air at pressure P, 	• At a slightly later stage "b", the 
opposite tip of the upper rotor passes the outlet port edge 
and air at pressarI pa begins to flow back into the cavity 
z - x, compressing the enclosed air and reducing its volume. 
Further rotation of the rotor, "a", discharges the compressed 
air, while a similar cycle of events coences in the space 
y - y defined by the lower rotor and the casing. Pig 2d 
shows the upper rotor 180 0 after Fig 2a and about to begin 
Its second half-cycle. 
It Is clear from this analysis and the diagram that 
the volume in communication with the delivery port fluctuates 
In the wanner shown in Fig 3, the sudden increase in volume 
occurring as each rotor tip passes the port edge and the 
back flow of delivery air into the cavity commences, and also 
that unless the volume of the delivery space is infinite there 
In a pressure fluctuation due to the back flow. Both these 
fluctuations have the saas frequency P. given by 
(j 
where N - number of lobes per rotor 
and 	- speed of blower in revs/sec. 
This frequency may conveniently be referred to as the 
blower fundamental frequency. 
Since it is usual in practice for the inlet and delivery 
port edges to lie on a disaster of the casing perpendicular 
S 
to the line of centres of the roto, so that out—off on the 
Input side occurs simultaneously with release on the delivery 
side, there is a variation in the volume in communication with 
OLf# 
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the inlet port which is the inverse of that shown in Pig.3. 
It is the pressure variations due to these cyclic changes of 
volume which are primarily responsible for the noise made. 
4. Roots Blower Performance. 
To explain the popularity of the Roots blower for 
I.C. engine work it is necessary to consider briefly its 
performance, 
Fig. 2 above and the analysis in the text show that 
the Roots blower differ, from other positive displacement 
blowers in that no compression takes place within the machine; 
compression of the air aspirated in by back flow of air 
already delivered, and it may readily be shown that the ratio 
of the work required to compress air under ideal adiabatic 
conditions to that required to compress the same weight of 
air at constant volume as in the Roots blower is given by 
- 
- 
This function is plotted in Pig, li for values of the 
pressure ratio commonly used( -i. I to 	a...). 	It will 
be seen that with a charging pressure of about 711 p.a.i. 
(tr - 1.5) the constant volume cycle is lk3 less efficient than 
the adiabatic cycle. Nevertheless the Roots blower's 
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The adiabatic temperature efficiency of the Roots 
blower may be shown to be 
nA 
= ri 
It is obvious that 	is higher with overadiabatic (under- 
cooled) compression than with adiabatic compression; since 
In practice blowers are rarely cooled the compression is 
probably slightly overadiabatic in most oases. The slight 
gain in efficiency Is offset by the decrease in density of 
the air delivered, as may be seen from F19.59 which shows the 
adiabatic efficiency, the temperature ratio, and the density 
ratio for values of - from 1.0 to 2.0 and for values of the 
polytropic index n a 192, n - 	1.4, and n a 1.60 
The peculiar advantage of the Roots blower for I.C. 
engine work lies in its combination of a delivery characteristic 
which is linear against speed at constant pressure ratio with 
an absence of internal metallic contact, and therefore with 
no contamination of the air delivered by lubricating oil. 
It is this latter point which gives the Roots blower preference 
over all other forms of positive displacement blower (to which 
In general a linear delivery characteristic is common) save 
the Lysholm. Fig. 6 shows how the delivery varies over the 
working range for a typical email Root. blower. 
Another factor worthy of notice is that, since the 
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where" is the volume of air aspirated in unit time, and 
,4-%r isthe leakage loss, or the •ii' flowing back through the 
blower clearances in unit time, and since the leakage loss 
depends only upon the pressure ratio and not at all upon the 
blower speed, the volumetric efficiency increases with speed 
at constant pressure ratios the mechanical losses (friction, 
windage) increase more rapidly than the speed, however, and 
hence the mechanical efficiency falls with speed. There is 
thus an optimum speed of operation at any pressure ratio. 
5. RMIan Var1at1ns 
The blower shown in Fig. I above is the simplest form 
of the type. From time to time designs have been put forward 
with the object of lessening the noise made by the blower, 
Invariably at some sacrifice of simplicity. All of these 
variants are based on the assumption that the noise is due 
to the pressure wave corresponding to the back flow of compressed 
air into the blower cavity at release (Pig.2b), and their object 
is to make the back flow more gradual, and thus lessen the 
slope of the wave-front. 
Fig. 7 showe the commonest method of achieving this 
purpose; the Helical-lobed blower as manufactured by the 
General MotorsOorporation of America # and others. The air is 
transported from inlet to delivery between helices of pitch 
greet compared with their diameter; since the edges of the 
delivery port are generators of the oircu.ecribed cylinders 
of the rotor helices the blower cavity is first opened to 
delivery at one end (Pigi7b) and the area of communication 
spreads gradually along the rotor. In this way the rate of 
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blower, in which the whole length of the delivery port opens 
to the blower cavity at ones. 
The design of a helical-lobed blower is very much a 
compromise, however; the minimum number of lobes is three per 
rotor, and even then the helix angle most be kept small. The 
helix angle may be made steeper either by reducing the port 
area or by using more lobes. In either case the delivery 
suffers and the manufacturing complications increase. 
A development from the helical—lobed blower is the Wade 
"Venter' blower shown in Pig.8, in which a diagonal port Is 
used in conjunction with straight rotors to give the effect 
of a steep helix; however it 1.5 necessary to use four—lobed 
rotors to ensure continuous air seals between inlet and deliveryo  
6. Silencigg Mothodge- 
Any gas particle in an inlet or exhaust system has in 
general two velocities, a steady velocity representing the 
flow of gas through the system and a fluctuating velocity due 
to the transmission of pressure waves; corresponding to those 
velocities are the steady pressure difference across the system, 
and the fluctuating pressures in the system due to the pressure 
waves. It is convenient to borrow from electrical technology 
the terms "D.C. component" .ndA,C. component"  to denote the 
steady and the fluctuating velocities and pressures respectively. 
Since the noise radiated is caused by the A.C. component, an 
efficient silencer should attevuate or eliminate the A.C. 
component without affecting the D.C. component: resisting the 
D.C. component is equivalent to increasing the pressure loss 
In the system. 
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F.10: THE RPSOR?TION SIuwcE* 
Early silencer designs were directed simply at dissipating 
the energy of the gas stream. Pig. 9 shoes designs which aimed 
at doing this (a) and (b) by expanding the gas and (a) and (a) 
by obstructing and changing the direction of the flow. Despite 
their considerable D.C. resistance these were typical of silencer 
design for many years, and silencers of the kind shown in Pig.9d 
are still common on small engines. 
The first important advance was the introduction of the 
absorption silencer, Fig910. This has the great advantage over 
the designs of Plg.9 that it offers to the D.C. component no 
more resistance than the same length of plain pipe, and thus 
does not adversely affect performance. It attenwtes high 
frequency noise (above about 3000 c/a) very considerably, but 
has little effect on sounds of lower frequencies ; nevertheless 
It is very successful with the high-speed motor cycle engines 
for which it me designed. 
Later developments,originating in the design by G.W. 
Stewart in America of acoustic filters analogous to electric 
wave filter networks, led to research into the use of certain 
types of filter for motor vehicle use, principally in Germar, 
and there is an extensive literature on the subject in German, 
though apparently little in English. 
7. The AcQustic F1112r 
Acoustical analogues can be constructed for each of the 
three principal types of electrical filter. Fig. 11 shows the 
forms these analogues take, with the electrical filter from 
which each is derived and the relevant characteristic curves. 
The low-pass filter of Fig. I Ia is the type to which most 
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The fun(lanental frequency of the Roots blower in usually 
quite low, however, and a low-pass filter designed to 
attentuete low frequencies such as are found commonly 
Is impracticably bulky. The writer therefore carried 
out, concurrently with the blower investigation of Part 
One of this thesis, some experiments with high-pass 
filters of the type shown in Fig. lib, in order to 
discover whether they are suitable for blower silencing. 
Part Two of this thesis describes the experimental 
work undertaken, and discusses the results of teats of 
different filter designs. 
.) !i.k•il 
j 	t 	i. 	iiwr.c 
ThG experimental work to be described was at.'ried out 
on a small Roots—type blower similar to that shown in Pig.16 
An induction motor was used to drive the blower through a 
hydraulic infinitely variable speed gear and a final belt 
drive with a 2*1 step-up ratio. This arrangement, although 
the beet available, limited the maximum blower speed used in 
the tests to rather under 800 r.p.me which in very much below 
the designed speed rating of the blower, but since the 
investigation was concerned with noise rather than performance, 
and the harecter of the noise Is little affected by speed, 
the results obttined over a rather narrow speed range are 
nevertheless ciite general. In one respect which is apparent 
later the low maximum speed is to some extent an advantage since 
It clearly separates the two principal components of the noise, 
one of which occurs within a constant frequency band while the 
other has a frequency proportional to blower speed (Chapters 
Two and Three). 
The apparatus is shown in the block schematic diagram, 
F1g.12 9 and the photograph Pig.13, 
2. Exoerimental Conditions,- Normal 
ly in service a Roots blower is fitted with a 
combined intake air cleaner and silencer, and delivers directly 
Into the air—chest of the engine to which It is coupled • It 
Is obvious that under these conditions the noise radiated is 
dependent to a considerable extent on the design and dimensions 
of the silencer and engine, and no general conclusions can be 
LIVk 
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drawn from measurements with such an arrangement. Accordingly 
the t..ts were made with the blower uncoupled and, within the 
limits of the apace available, as far away as possible from 
all obstacles. It 1s realised that at best only a poor 
approximation to "free space" conditions can be obtained in 
this way; but it is considered that by ensuring that all 
obstructions were distant from the blower compared with the 
positions at which measurement, were made the interference was 
reduced to a second order effect. 
A pressure difference was maintained across the blower 
by closing the inlet almost completely, so that the blower 
was working just below its maximum pressure ratio at any 
speed. As the leakage losses of a high-speed blower are 
comparatively large at low speeds, the pressure ratios across 
the blower achieved in this way were in the range 1.1 to 1.5 
according to speed. These values are quite representative 
of two_stroke engine practice, but rather below the maximum 
ratio used on tour-stroke engines. 
39 Atia jlJ.arx Appra, 
Various pieces of electronic apparatus were used for 
measurements during the researchi the more important of these are 
listed below. 
a. Mtcrohpns and AoRo Am4_fter2 
Bound was picked up and amplified by a non-directional 
cyatal microphone (Rotheriael type BR2S) feeding a balanced two. 
stage audio amplifier having a response curve flat between 20 
c/o and 19 ko/s. 
Noise waveform, were recorded by photographing the 
-1 
screen of a double-'beanoscillosaope (Coasor type 1035) with 
the noise way, applied to one beam and usually a 500 ofo timing 
trace on the other beam. The timing trace was derived from 
a beat-frequency audo 'soillator (B.s.R. Type 1.00.50A). 
C. Time-base Trigger Unit s  
Since the way, form is recurrent but successive cycles 
are not usually identical the normal technique of synchronising 
the oscilloscope time-base with the waveform and making an 
exposure lasting more than one cycle led to confused photographs. 
For this reason an electronic trigger unit was built which 
allowed only a single traverse of the screen by the spot; the 
time of initiation of traverse, with reference to the blower 
cycle, was chosen by a phase-variable contactor on the blower 
shaft, and the trace triggered by a push-button on the 
equipment. 
a. PreQuenol Aneiysie. 
In the early stages of the investigation measurements 
of the amplitude of the fundamental were made and frequency 
spectra plotted using the microphone and amplifier feeding into 
a Wave Analyser. Both the Dave Instruments Frequency Analyser 
Type 114010X and the Marconi Instruments Waveform Analyser 
T.1455fD were used in this way. Both instruments were also 
used as filters to eliminate interference when plotting the 
response curves of Chapter Two and Part II Chapter Two. 
a. 8trobp.cop 
Throughout the tests the blower speed was measured 
stroboscopically using a Daws Instruments"3trobofla.h". 
14. !?ev1oue Exerimental Results. 
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work on Roots blower- noise has been limited to mesurements of 
the total noise level ati.var-ying speeds and pressure ratios and 
frequency an1ysis of the noise waveforms. It appear-s to be 
well established thit the total noise level is almost independent 
of pressure ratio but varies roughly es the suare of the speed; 
the only other- result of interest was the confused nature of 
the frequency spectra obtained by analysis. The writer- and 
others had noticed that it as posible to find components of 
the ncie waveform 'H ce fr-euencies were not hrr..onioa1ly 
related either to the blower- fundamental frequency or to the 
obvious alter-ntives such ?S blower ri a sing gears, or engine 
mechanisms. In some cases it had been found difficult to 
distinguish between adjacent components which appeared to occur 
a band throughout which the noise level was high. 
Tyice,l waveform analyses for- the blower n which 
the experinental work of this thesis ''as carried out are given 
in Figs.14 and15 for- different hlcwer-T speeds. In both these 
diagrams components which are not integral harmonics of the 
blower fundamental occur cver a wide range. 
Observations. 
- ul exP7 inaticn of the waveform seemed the 
4 
I : 
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The noise wave is seen to be recurrent in nature, the 
length of the diagram under the brace A representing one 
quarter-cycle of the blower rotation, but it is not exactly 
repetitive; the suoceasive quarter-cycles B and C are clearly 
not identical although their envelop.s are of similar form. 
The confused portion of the trace marked D represents 
the "background noise" made by other parts of the teat rig.. 
The background noise level is much higher than is desirable, the 
hydraulic gear and the blower phasing pars both being very 
noisy, and the blower noise waveform is unfortunately modified 
to some extent by the interference. The diagram Is in fact 
a vibration of varying amplitude having superimposed upon it a 
comparatively high frequency wave of approximately constant 
amplitude. One effect of this is apparent as a variation of 
trace density; a more important effect is most noticeable as 
a distortion of the waveform envelope, although the entire 
wave is affected to some extent. Since at a positive peak of 
the blower waveform the interference wave may be at either a 
Positive or a negative peak, or anywhere intermediate, there is 
an error of plus or minus the interference peak amplitude on the 
waveform envelop.. When allowance is made for this the envelopes 
of the quarter-cycles B and C are probably quit. similar. 
The length of curve under the brace B shows a marked 
increase of frequency with time. This is common to all the 
diagrams obtained, and although the extent of the increase varies 
slightly from diagram to diagram it is in general about 2*1. The 
significanoe of this is discussed in the next chapter. 
f6- 
I • Cavityjesonance. 
The increase in frquoncy during each quarter—cycle of 
the waveforua of Figs 16 and 17 above suggested the hypothesis 
that those records represent the free vibration of the air 
inside the blower cavity, since the frequency of thie vibration 
may plausibly be supposed to vary with the angular position 
of the rotors. This chapter describes experiments carried 
out to verify this assumption, and relates the results to the 
dimensions of the blower. It is necessary first to give a 
summary of the theory of the Helmholtz resonator, following 
the treatment of Lord Rayleigh. This theory follows in 
Section Two, 
2. The Helmholtz Resonator. 
Figure 19 represents a vessel of volume '.rcommunicating 
with the atmosphere by a "neck" of length £ and area S. It 
It be assumed that the air contained in the vessel is vibrating 
at such a frequency that Its wavelength is Long compared with 
the dimensions of the vessel, then the instantaneous pressure 
in the vessel is substantially uniform, and the motion of the 
air is effectively confined to the air in the neck, which may 
be considered as a sort of "piston" of air moving in the neck. 
In these circumstances it can be shown (41ppendix I) that the 
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in which 	 frequency in c/o 
0. a Velocity of sound 
-470 Volume of vessel, as above, 
and c is a quantity celled the'conductivity 
of the neck. 
The value of c- can be determined rigorously only 
for certain theoretical cases, but in practice sufficiently 
accurate approximations can usually be made to enable calculation 
of the natural frequency of a given resonator. 
Fig.20 shows the forms of Pperture for which the 
value of c can be calculated -- rigorously for (a) and to a 
close approximation for (b) -- and gives the appropriate values. 
Reyleigh adds an approximation for the end correction for a 
tube which is not terminated in an infinite flange (c). 
It will be observed that equation (5) above shows 
that if the volume of the vessel is constant the frequency is 
independent of shape. 
5.9eastrement of Resonance FreQuencies. 
In order to find the natural frequencies 
of the blower cavities, which have complicated shapes and are 
not readily divisible into "necks' and volumes", an experimental 
method was adopted. 
A horn loudseker driving unit feeding into 
a short 1 0 diameter tube placed at a constant distance from the 
outlet port of the blower was used as a sound source, driven by a 
beat frequency oscillator through a power amplifier, and was 
variable in frequency over the audible range. A microphone 
was suspended near the blower outlet behind the source so as 
to be unaffected by direct radiation from the source, which was  
highly directional, and the microphone output was amplified 
and fed into the frequency Analyser. This served the dual 
purpose of eliminating interference and of measuring the noise 
amplitude. 
Measurements were made by maintaining the source at 
constant amplitude and frequency and noting the microphone 
output for various rotor positions, commencing with one rotor 
at out-off, which is taken as the reference position, and 
thereafter at every 100  rotation until cut—off on the same 
rotor 1800 later. The source and the microphone were then 
removed (without altering the source's amplitude or frequency) 
to positions clear of the blower and a standard distance apart, 
and the source amplitude measured. 
This procedure was carried out for frequencies between 
50 c/s and 800 c/o at intervals of 25 c/o* The results given, 
however, omit readings below 200 o/s, since the blower cavity 
has no apparent effect upon the sound level at the microphone 
below 200 c/o* The upper frequency limit was taken at 800 c/a 
because at about that frequency the dimensions of the cavity 
are comparable with a half wavelength, and mo.ny higher frequencies 
giving large response exist. These frequencies, which 
correspond to some of the possible transverse modes of vibration 
of the air in the cavities, are not relevant to this part of 
the work, and the response curves are therefore terminated at 
the convenient value of 800 c/a. 
- 19 - 
Readings were taken over 1800  of rotation of the 
rotors since, although theoretically it is clear that the 
volume variation in the cavity (and hence the frequency response) 
repeat. every 900,  In practice measurements for similar angular 
positions in successive quarter cycles did not exactly agree. 
The differences were found to be due to either microphone or 
source being placed slightly above or below the mid—height of 
the outlet port; that is to say, alightly.saymeetrioaUy 
with respect to the line of centres of the blower rotors. By 
repeating each reading in two successive quadrants of rotation 
and taking the mean value consistent and reproducible results 
were obtained. 
The oscillator used to drive the source gave an output 
whose amplitude and frequency were interdependent; hence 
alteration of the frequency after each set of measurements over 
180 0 rotation changed the sound source level, and there was 
therefore no beets for comparison of sets of results obtained 
at different frequencies. The measurement of sound source 
level under standard conditions remote from the blower supplied 
such a baste, since it enabled the results for each frequency 
to be expressed as dimensionless ratios, which are directly 
comparable. An incidental advantage of the method is the 
elimination of the effects of resonance of any kind in either the 
source or the mioropbonecircuit. 
4. Preferred_ireiuency Curves. 
Pigs 21-29 show the results of these measurements * 
Each diagram is plotted for one rotor poeition,and frequency 
varying over the range used, and clear evidence is afforded of the 
existence at each angular position of a number of preferred 
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or resonant frequencies. The graph Fig.O shows these preferred 
frequencies plotted to a base of angular position of the rotors, 
and it is clear that if the hypothesis proposed in Section One 
of thid chapter is correct the frequency vrition found in the 
waveform photographs of Figs.1e,17,eto., will agree with that 
indicated by Fig.30. 
It must be noted that elthcuj In Fig.30 the two brnch•a 
of the curve are shown meeting at 400  after release, there is no 
certainty as to the "ngle at which the two preferred frequencies 
merge. To facilitate the calculations which follow a value 
must be assigned to this angle, and 4d cannot be very much in 
error. The meaning of this junction of the branches is discussed 
later in this chapter; for conciseness the angle at which it occurs 
is referred to as theuritical angle. 
The highest resonance on FigB.21-29,at about 70 c/s,is 
not susceptible of any simple explantiofl. It may be stated 
confidently, lowever, that it r4-presents a mode of vibration of 
the air in the casing which is not normally excited when the 
blower is running; for if it were a norni'l component it would 
appear in the noise wave at ell speeds. Careful search with the 
frequency analyser revealed 700 c/s components at some speeds 
but not all ., ithin the range available; and those 700 c/a 
components which wcre found corresponded to integral harmonics 
of the blower speeds at which they appeared. It is concluded 
that this preferred freuenoy is not Important In practice, and 
it is not further referred to. 
5,Obaerved Values of Preferred Freuenoiea. 
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300 9 400, 500, 600,and700 r..m.,were analysed graphically to 
determine the frequency variation on each in the manner shown 
on.Fig.36; the 500 c/s timing trace enabled mecsureiuent to be 
made directly of the mean reqiiency of eac! oycl. It sol 
h* t1*1 th't thø timr of ricz* from nsvAtive to noRitive peek 
in OØnfIjeløpahlY rat.r t)'sn th. tiwiø .f 11 from positive to 
negative: for this reason the mean frequencics were cloulate& 
separately for positive rind negative peaks. 
6.Cpmnarison with Predicted Curves. 
Fig.37 shows the points obtained by this method 
plotted upon the preferred frequency curves of Fig.30. It will 
be observed that the values derived by measurement from the 
photographs lie quite closely along the lower br nob of the 
predicted curve, and some of the vlus for the higher speeds 
extend along the curve beyond the junction of the two brncbes. 
It is thought that the 3catter of the 
measured points may be attributed to the inherent inaccuracies 
or a grphioal mean frequency method, and t1it the values found 
are satisfactorily self-consistent. 
The agreement between the two sets of vlues 
is regarded as adequate confirmation of the hypothesis that 
the increasing frequency of the noise wave corresponds to a 
resonant v1brtion of the sir in the casing. 
It is noticeable that before the critical 
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the upper branch of the curve. It can be shown (by obstructing 
the mouth of one of the two cavities into which the blower 
casing Is divided by the rotor.) that the lower branch of the 
curve corresponds to a vibration or the air In the upper cavity 
In Pig. 2b, that 1s to may of the cavity which opened to 
delivery when the rotor passed release. It has been mentioned 
above (Introduction, Section Three) that as release occurs 
there is a back flow of air at delivery pressure Into the 
cavity; evidently the vibration observed is excited by this 
back flow, which, owing to the inertia of the air entering 
the cavity, raises the internal pressure momentarily above 
delivery pressure and thus sets up a vibration in the cavity. 
The implications of this action are considered later (Chapter 
Three). 
7. Preferred i'requenciee in Relation to Blower Dimensions. 
The experimental method of Section Three above is 
generally applicable where it is desired to know the preferred 
frequencies of a particular blower; nevertheless it would be of 
advantage if these frequencies could be predicted from the 
dimensions of the blower* 
Although the results of the experiments which this 
thesis describes, derived as they are from one blower only, are 
Insufficient foundation for a general empirical approach they 
can be applied to other blowers of eli nilar shape but different 
scale or proportions, and they can be used to illustrate the 
somewhat tedious lines along which an empirical analysis might 
be developed* 
The formula for the natural frequency of a resonator, 
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In resonators of normal form, such as those shown in 
Figs.20a-c above, it is possible to draw a clear dividing line 
between the "body" and the "neck" of the resonator, usually at 
• point where the cross-sectional area of the resonator shown 
• marked discontinuity. No such possibility exists in the 
cavity resonator formed by the blower casing and rotors, as is 
clear from the typical cross-section of Fig.38; the volume -V-
may reasonably be measured up to the line -X which defines the 
throat of the outlet constriction but the conductivity a 
remains quite indefinite. 
However, if the resonator is to be divided into a 
"body" and a "neck" it is likely that the junction of neck 
and body does not differ greatly from X-X; and since small 
changes in the position of X-X affect the enclosed volume to a 
very small extent, it appears permissible to measure the 
volume to the throat of the constriction, and to use the 
measured volumes in conjunction with the resonant frequencies 
of Fig. 37 to establish values for a. 
For this purpose a series of cross-sections of the 
blower, of which Fig. 39 Is typical, were drawn, showing the 
rotor configuration every 100  of 'rotation. From these the 
areas "A" V  "4. were measured, and the volumes of the 
cavities were calculated. Pig. LiO shows the volume variations 
of the space in communication with the delivery port; 
() 
which corresponds to 	of Figabove, is the volume open to 
delivery when the angle of rotation is 00,  that is to say at 
out-off, and 	is the volume enclosed by the casing and one 
rotor at the same angie. These two volumes cease to be clearly 
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in 	vilumsn in conjunction with the preferred 
freucncy curves of Pig.30 the values of a for each rotor 
ngle can be calculated, and these are plotted in Fig.41. The 
omeents of Section Four about the exact value of the critical 
nj1e in i.30. apply equally to Fig.141; but it can now be 
eei tpt this angle is that at which the two cavities have 
qual natural frequencies, and the energy of the vibration 
f the cavity ')j is eonrnunioated to the entire mass of air 
in the casing. In fact there is presumably a region of 
:natability around 1100  in which the events are not clearly 
terminate; the assumption that there is a "critical angle", 
vague though this quantity remains, serves to simplify the 
treatment without loss of generality. 
As in Fig.30, the points on the lower part of Fig. 
Iii from 00  to 1100  represent the conductivity of the mouth of 
the cavity -J (Fig. 3 9 	widle	the upper part of the curve 
refers to the delivery port. It is convenient to comment on 
the two parts of the curve separately, distinguishing '- 
and 'J 	as the "delivery" and "compression" volumes respectively. 
8. cuctivit, VuriotIons. 
no The Compr228ipn Volume. 
Appendix I shows that the conductivity of an aperture 




where S is the area of the aperture and 	is the "Effective 
Length". 
The area $ Is readily determined from the blower 
croas-sections mentioned above (Fig.39) and its value is plotted 
over the range 0- 40 of rotation in Pig. 42. From these 
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values, and the values of c from Pig.41 above, 	follows 
immediately, and its values over the range 0 0 'u40 are plotted 
on Fig.143. 
For blowers which have the same rotor profiles as the 
blower on which the tests were performed a further step can be 
taken by noticing that 8 is the product of the (constant) length 
of the blower casing and the width X  of the throat of the 
oavit. The equation (6) above may be rewritten. 
(1) 
L 
where L is the length of the blower casing. 
For blowers having similar profiles the ratio will be 
dependent only on the angular position of the rotors, and hence 
the curve of Fig.44 which shows the dependence of the ratio 
on the angle of rotation is applicable to blowers similar in 
cross—section to the one used but of any length. It must be 
noted however that the conductivity of an aperture depends to 
some extent on its shape, and that therefore the curve applies 
only if the ratio of rotor length to rotor diameter is close to 
that of the test blower, that is to any about 1. k1robably the 
curve may be used with useful accuracy over a range 0.75 
1.25. Most I.C. engine blowers would come within this range. 
b. The De].ive 1!7 Volume. 
7ihen the critical angle is reached the resonator under 
consideration is no longer -V but the entire volume on the 
delivery side of the rotors; the natural frequency of this volume 
In however the same an that of the compression volume, due to 
the sudden increase of conductivity indicated at 40 O  on P1g.41. 
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blower, and since this port is of constant area there does not 
at first eight seem to be any reason for a Variation in its 
conductivity. Fig. 141 shows, however, that i conductivity 
falls, steadily from 1100  to 900 and rapidly thereafter. 
The reason for this variation is apparently that 
although the aperture area is constant the now conditions 
through it o...re not. 	A qualitative idea of the action can be 
obtained as follows. 
The calculation of the effective length 4 of such 
an aperture assumes that the conductivity is that of a tube 
of length £ and area 8 in series with a simple aperture of area 
S (Pig.20b). Then the conductivity is given (Appendix I) by 
C 	CC L 	 () 
C, +- C 7 







effective length of the aperture, and represents the length of 
the air "piston" which Is considered to be constrained by the 
aperture and to wove as a whole. Then (J ) is the length 
of the air column which extends inside the blower casing, Fig. 
145 and Fig. 146 show the rotor configurations at 140° and 700 
respectively and the effective air column. calculated as above is 
shown on each by a dotted line. It is obvious that the column 
is not in tact ts to move because it is obstructed by the 
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$ reduction in conductivity follow.. 
It Is saphasised that the conception of effective 
length cannot rigorously be pushed as fez as It has been 
above; obviously if it is true that there is a "piston" of 
air of the theoretical dimensions moving within the casing 
then this volume must be deducted from the resonator 
("spring") volume. The effective length method is a 
convenient prggmAtic solution of a problem not susceptible 
of a rigorous treatment; in this light the analysis above 
satisfactorily explains the observed taota. 
S 
I* The comnreseion Pulse. 
Seotion Six of the last chapter showed that the 
cavity resonance inside the blower is excited by the recurrent 
back flow of air into the cavity opened to delivery pressure 
as one rotor tip passes release (Fig.2b above). It is of 
Interest to examine this back flow of air more closely. 
Immediately after one rotor tip has passed the port 
edge the configuration is as shown in Pig 147. Air passing 
from the delivery space into the compression volume has to 
traverse the "nozzle" formed between the rotor and the casing; 
It is unable to follow the rapid expansion of the nozzle, 
however, and forme a Jet whose boundaries gradually break down 
after the throat. The steady air velocity through such a 
nozzle is given by the equation 
V fa~ -W. 	
(9) 
where V - air velocity at throat 
and 4,A - Adiabatic Heads 
is defined in terms of the pressure 
ratio k  across the nozzle by the following equation: 
(10) 
and its value is plotted for T - 29,50  C over the range 
in F19.48. 
In equation (10) above, 	is not the constant 
pressure ratio across the blower but the ratio of delivery 
pressure to the instanteneous pressure in the compression volume. 
Fg,4y,- BlOWER CoSs-SEcr,oN S140RTLY nFrg Tkt.F15( , SHOWINJ 
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Kvidntly as the delivered air flows back into the casing the 
pressure risen a nd the pressure ratio falls at a rate which 
depends upon 
the overall pressure ratio 
the rate of increase of throat area 
and (0) the rate of change of cavity volume. 
8tno. (b) and (o) are known (see Figs. 40 and 42 
above) It is possible to calculate at a given blower speed, the 
theoretical rate of pressure rise in the cavity neglecting 
leakage losses. It does not appear practicable to devise an 
analytical method but a step-by-step approximation is easily 
applied and gives sufficiently accurate result.. This method 
Is set out in Appendix II. 
Pig. 19 gives the results of such a calculation for 
a blower speed of 600.r.p.mo and pressure ratios between I and 
2. It In shown in Appendix II that the angle through which 
the rotors turn before the pressure in the cavity reaches 
delivery pressure (the "compression pulse angle") varies as the 
suaz'e root of the blower speed, so that the not of value, of 
Fig949 In generally applicable up to the speed at which the 
assumptions made in the calculation break down. Appendix II 
lists these assumption., and shows that they are valid up to 
about 1000 r.p.m. The calculations can be extended for higher 
speeda as indicated in the Appendix. 
2* plflu4e of the Noise :iave. 
At this stage it to possible to make a theoretical 
approach to the variation of amplitude of the noise waveform, as 
shown in the photographs reproduced above. It is not possible 
to calculate the absolute amplitude at any point but waveform 
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envelope curves may be derived very simply, and show good agreement 
with the observations. 
Blues the cavity resonance discussed in the last 
chapter is caused by recurrent back flow pulses, once each quarter-
cycle of vibration has been initiated by the appropriate pulse 
no further energy in supplied during that quarter-cycle. Then 
the variation in amplitude depends upon three factors: 
The dissipation of energy in damping 
The variation in frequency 
(a) The discontinuity at the critical angle. 
The decrease in amplitude du, to damping is calculated 
from an expression derived by Rayleigh # who gives 
	
R 	4AD  
a1To 
where R a acoustic resistance 
a density of gas 
- frequency of vibration 
and 0- = speed of Sound, 
and hence for a single-degree--of-freedom system 
OL O  011 	 (12) 
where X 0 - amplitude 
and 	c = conductivity of the neck. This equation 
is derived on the assumption that the vibration Is prmanent, 
and is therefore only approximate to the problem under consideration; 
It shows, however, the effect of dissipation on the characteristic 
wave-form shape. 
The factor (b) is easily calculated by considering 
31 - 
that the total energy of a single-iegr.e-of-freedom vibrating 
system at resonance is 
Ez 	 (13) 




a = mass of system 
and & = resonance frequency 
This relation i derived in Appendix III, which 





Factor (a) refers to the change of system constants 
at the critical angle. The vibration which has been previously 
confined to the compression cavity is communicated at the 
critical angle to the entire volume within the casing; the 
Instantaneous frequencies are the same. There is thus a 
diminution in amplitude corresponding to the increased inertia 
of the SyBtetn. 
Calculations of the envelope shapes for 300, LiOO, 500 9  
and 600.x.p.ri. have been made on the lines indicated above; the 
method is displayed in Appendix III. The calculations are 
based on the assumption that the compression pulse angle referred 
to in the last section Is 10°; it has been shown above that for 
all speeds and pressure ratios used in the tests this is a good 
approximation. 
The resulting envelopes are shown in Figs. 5053, each 
superimposed upon a tracing of a waveform photograph for the 
we 
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appropriate speed. The comments of Chapter One Section Five, 
above, on the effect of background noise on the waveform apply 
equally to these curves; making allowance for interference the 
theoretical waveforms are seen to be good approximations to the 
photographs except during the first 20 0_300 of the quarter—
cycle. It is obvious that the pulse initiation 18 in fact 
more complex than the simple assumptions on which the curves are 
based allow for: but the curves are nevertheless regarded as a 
useful independent verification of the conclusions of Chapter 
Two. 
The error of the assumptions on which the calculated 
envelopes are based is that the pressure rise inside the cavity 
is not a steady continuous rise. Published studies in wave 
phenomena in pipes indicate that the pressure rise is likely 
to be stepped or diaeont1noos in form, being in fact the 
resultant of a pulse propagated into the cavity with the velocity 
of sound at the moment of release, and its subsequent reflections 
at the walls of the cavity, and again at the plane of the outlet 
port, which would reflect pulses by virtue of the pressure 
difference across it. The pressure rise is in practice further 
complicated by the fact that release is a gradual, not a sudden, 
process, and by the complexity of the reflections from the 
irregular boundaries of the cavity. 
3. COMpreOg-WoU Pulse Noise. 
Reference was made above (Chapter One oJection Four) to 
the existence of two distinct typos of noise made by a Roots— 
type blower. It will now be apparent that the components referred 
to are (a) the noise due to the compression pulse and (b) the 
D0186 due to cavity resonance. Since the cavity resonance is 
- 33 - 
excited by recurrent compression pulses, the elimination or 
reduction of these pulses would be of two-fold advantage; it is 
thus of interest to consider how the pulse may be modified, and 
what practi,cal effects may be expected from such modification* 
The amplitude of the pulse in a conventional Rods  
blower cannot be altered. This follow from the consideration 
that the amplitude in question is the difference between the 
delivery pressure and the instantaneous pressure in the blower 
cavity just before release; since in the conventional Roots 
blower there is no internal compression this difference is the 
pressure difference across the blower, and is therefore independent 
of the port or rotor design. There remains the possibility of 
altering the shape of the pulse. 
Since a recurrent non-sinusoidal pulse is heard by 
the ear as a series of harmonics of the fundamental frequency, 
the effect of altering the pulse shape is to change the positions 
of the harmonics and/or the distribution of energy among them. 
It to appropriate to consider here the design variants 
mentioned in the Introduction to this thesise No clear 
explanation of the noise reduction claimed for them has over 
been given, so far as the writer is aware; in the absence of 
experimental results for such blowers no definite conclusions can 
be reached about their behaviour but they are subject to the 
general principles of the last paragraph, and an explanation may 
be suggested on this basis. 
All variants known to the writer attempt by means of 
helical lobes or ports or similar devices to reduce the rate of 
Increase of area of the nozzle connecting the delivery air with 
the blower cavity (see Fig.47 above). The result of such a 
reduction is a less steep front to the pressure pulse; it appears 
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probable that any noise reduction achieved in due to the 
changed frequency distribution of the wave energy. Because 
of the variation of aural sensitivity with frequency, shown 
in the Fletcher-Munson curve. of Fig.51, notes of equal energy 
levels at say 100 c/o and 1000 c/o are not equally loud; the 
1000 c/o note sounds louder than the 100 c/o note unless the 
energy levels are extremely high. Thus a redistribution 
of the energy of the pressure pulses, giving more energy to 
the low frequency components, would be likely to reduce the 
noise level, in view of the low fundamental frequency which 
Is normal to Roots blowers. 
Since the results of this investigation are scattered 
through the last two chapters it seems advisable to devote Section 
One of this chapter to the collection and restatement of the 
conclusions to be drawn, before attempting, in Sections Two and 
Three, to apply these conclusions to Roots blower design. 
1. Genera]. Conclusions. 
The noise made by a Roots blower comprises two 
principal components; of these one is referred to as the 
compression pulse noise, and the other as the cavity resonance 
noise. 
Compression Pulse Noise. 
The compression pulse noise is due to the pressure 
pulse accompanying the back flow of delivered air into the 
blower cavity at release. 	Its fundamental frequency is four 
times blower speed (for a two-lobe blower), and the noise may 
contain all audible harmonics of the fundamental. The amplitudes 
of these harmonics depend on the shape of the pulse, which in 
turn depends upon the dimensions of the blower. To a first 
approximation the angle of rise of the pulse varies as the square 
root of the blower speed, and the time of rise varies inversely 
as the aqusie root of the speed, in the same blower at constant 
pressure ratio. The pulse noise is characterlaed by its 
dependence on blower speed. 
Cavity Resonance Noise. 
The cavity resonance noise is due to air resonance 
within the casing, excited by the recurrent compression pulses. 
Its frequency varies during the cycle (four times each cycle 
for a two-lobe blower) between limits which depend on the dimensions 
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variation was about 3:1; it soon likely that this range would 
be normal for a two-lobe blower. For blower, of similar shape 
the cavity frequencies vary inversely as the linear dimension. 
The frequency range is independent of speed; the peak amplitude 
is related to the amplitude of the exciting pulse, but in the 
absence of equipment for measuring accurately rapid pressure 
fluctuations the exact relation is not known. Under the test 
conditions, in which the blower pressure ration was a function 
of speed, the cavity resonance amplitude varied roughly as the 
square of the 0oweI1 speei (F19.55) but there Is no theoretical 
basis for this relation, and further investigation Is needed to 
establish the nature of the interdependence. 
2. The Improvement pf Blower 1)eaign. 
The conventional Roots blower, in which cut-off on 
the inlet aide is simultaneous with release on the delivery aide, 
In unable to alter the amplitude of the pressure pulse, which 
is the same as the pressure ratio across the blower. It appears 
possible to modify the design so that the instantaneous pressure 
within the cavity just before release is higher than the inlet 
pressure, and thus reduce the pulse amplitude. This section 
and the next discuss the principle involved and outline two 
methods of realising it in practice. 
If out-off and release are not simultaneous, but there 
Is an "angle of delay" during which the air enclosed between 
the rotor and the casing (Fig-56a) is not in communication with 
either inlet or delivery port, it is possible to allow air from 
the delivery aide to enter the blower cavity before release through 
an external oounioating tube or channel (?Ig.56b) so that at 
release the Instantaneous air pressure within the cavity is above 
the inlet pressure. It is obvious that any attempt to do this 
(of) ANGLE OT DELAY 
(b) BRCKFLO CURNNEL 
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in the conventional blower would result in a direct path between 
Inlet and delivery; the provision of the delay angle enables a 
seal to be maintained despite the back-flow channel. 
The effect of this back—flow before release can be 
calculated very simply with the aid of the curve of 
(pig itS) in conjunction with the data of Appendix II, and the 
results of such a calculation are shown in Fig. 57 in which 
the rates of pressure rise in the cavity of the experimental 
blower with back—flow connections of various areas are plotted, 
and in Pig.58 in which the same curves are superimposed upon 
the rate-of-pressure-rise curves of Fig 49 for normal operation. 
The assumption is wads that the delay angle is long enough to 
enable the delivery pressure to be reached in the cavity before 
release. 
It is seen that at the highest pressure ratio used, 
2:1, and with a quite small connecting area, 0.5 in 'a 	the 
pressure rise takes only 13.60.  Subject to the assumptions 
which were mentioned earlier in connection with Ftg949, the 
curves of F18.57 are quite general, so that ut 1000 r.p.me the 
necessary delay angle would be about 17.6° : if the area of the 
back flow channel were doubled the angle would be only about 9 ° . 
The result of the use of this delay angle with external 
back flow should be a considerable decrease in the noise made by 
the blower. It is not suggested that complete silence would be 
achieved, but since the back flow channel is of much smaller 
area than the outlet port the pressure pulse in the channel would 
be heavily attenuated, and the cavity resonance heavily damped, 
before the rotor tip passed the port edge. 
3. Practical Design Layout.. 
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blower the delay angle mentioned above. The simpler of these, 
shown in Fig-59t UB•5 rotors of conventional shape in a casing 
shaped so that the circular area at top and bottom subtend 
more than the usual 180 ° at the rotor centres. This construction 
necessitates a reduction in port height, but most blowers do 
not utilise the full available length of the rotors for porting, 
SO that the port area need not be lessened appreciably. The 
sketch, Fig. 59P shows a blower similar to the experimental 
blower, Fig. 1, save for a delay angle of 300  and the appropriate 
back flow channels. 
If it were found desirable to lengthen the delay 
angle beyond about 30° , the layout of Yig.60a appears more 
suitable. In this design the delay is provided by the rotors 
themselves, which revolve in a conventional casing but by virtue 
of the circular arcs which form their tips maintain a seal 
between the cavity and the delivery space for a considerable 
proportion of the cycle. The design as drawn has a delay angle 
of 90 O;  this could be reduced by altering the casing shape an 
shown in Fig.60b. It must be noticed, however, that with rotors 
of the same length and diameter and at the same speed the design 
of Pig.59 has a theoretical output about 35, greater than that 
of Fig. Was 
4. Oooluaton. 
The experimental results of this study clarify to some 
extent the previously unexplained mechanism of the production of 
noise in the Roots blower. Certain aspects of the problem, such 
as the relation between blower pressure ratio and pulse amplitude, 
require further investigation with the aid of more complex 
apparatus and techniques: nevertheless a broad piatars of the 
process eme.i'5es. Of the two noise components discussed, $liate 
Tg". 59 : 	 WITH 30° DELPY RNcLE 
RND BRCKfl.O,/ CHRNNELS 
(a) DELAY RNcLE 900 
	
(i)DELRY RNcLE 60° 
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there 18 more likelihood of eliminating the cavity resonance 
noise than the compression pulse noise, since the pulse to 
fundamental to the blower cycle; the possibility of attentuating 
the pulse by designs such as those outlined above, or by other 




Brief reference was made in the Introduction to 
the various typos of acoustic filter developed by G. We 
Stewart by analogy with C). A. Campbell's electrical network 
filters. It is necessary to outline the sialogy before 
proceeding with W. P. Mason's more accurate theory. 
By choosing suitable quantities in the acoustical 
circuit as analogues for electrical voltage and current three 
different analogies may be derived. The most useful of 
those takes pressure and volume current, or rate of volume 
displacement, as acoustical analogues of electrical voltage 
and current respectively* Then in general circuit elements 
of the following kinds may be distinguished: 
Tubes of constant arose-section, analogous 
to electrical lines. 
Constrictions, narrow tubes opening at each 
end into enlarged areas; these are analogcu.a 
to electrical inductances (Fig.61a) 
(a) Tanks, or Volumes, wide tubes of greater 
area than the tubes in communication with 
themj these are analogous to capacitances. 
(Pig 61b). 
It is necessary to Impose the condition that the 
dimensions of any element be small in comparison with the 
wavelength (lees than .X/a ), in order that the change of phase 
In any element may be negligible. Since the theory does not 
take account of dissipation due to viscosity or heat conduction 
the only energy loss is that due to acoustic resistance where 
S 	 I 
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a tube opens into free apace. This resistance is the same 
as that referred to above (Chapter III Equation II) In connection 
with cavity resonance damping. 
It is shown in Appendix lye that the analogous 
Inductance of a constriction is 
LCL c, 	(is.  
S 
where - density of gas in tube 
3 - cross-sectional area of tube 
gad-ee = effective length of the tube 
(see Chapter Two Section Eight above, and i.ppendix I),and that 
the analogous capacitance of a tank Is 
	
-1.1 	\ 
Cc 	 ( 	. ) 	(16) 
Equation (ii) above quoted from Rayleigh the 





Using the analogy outlined here the ratio of 
pressure to volume velocity at any point in the system is given 
directly as the analogous impedance. 
2. The ,Aoou8tjo Filter. 
8tewart's theory of the acoustic filter, which is 
based on the lumped circuit element analogy of the last section, 
is often difficult to apply in pr4ctioe because a conducting tube 
cannot be considered as either a parallel or a series combination 
of lumped capacitance and inductance without introducing serious 
- 42 - 
errors. We P. Mason improved the theory by applying Heavialde's 
electrical transmission line theory to the acoustical system 
with distributed circuit parameters. 
Mason showed (Appendix IVb) that the effect of 
one section of a recurrent filter could be specified by two 
parameters, the "Propagation constant" 1' and the "Specific 
	
Characteristic 	Impedance" 	and that in terms of these 
"Equivalent Line Parameters" the pressure k and the volume 
current V1 at the and of a filter section are related to the 
corresponding values k  and V. at the beginning of the section 
by the equations 
, C4Sern 	V1 
(i8) 
where S 1  is the area of the main conducting tube of the 
filter. 1' and 0 are defined by the equations 




where w = frequency 
2 L = length of section 
speed of sound 
L 	ohaz'aMristia iipedanoe of air 
CL 
- density of air 
- sidebranch Impedance 
Sa 	sidebranch area 
It should be noted that ZO, 6Z L Qyi&, are not 
analogous impedances in the sense of the last section; they are 
- 4:3 - 
In fact the ratios of pressures and velocities. If Z0 is the 
analogous char806mistle iedsnce of the filter, then 
(20) 
It is more convenient to use Z 0,etc, in this 
discussion than 2 0 ,as will appear. 
For h filter sections, the following relations 
may be derived from equations (18)8-. 
, co S e.. r _V 1 	.s 
	
S ___ 	 (21) 
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where 	and 	are the pressure and volume 
velocity respectively at the end of the In section. 
Masons neglecting dissipation, was able to deduce 
from the first of equations (19) above that cosh T ii always 
zeal. In these circumstances the frequency apeotrumi.. divided 
Into alternate pass and attenuation bands whose positions and 
characteristics are deaaLmed by  the sidebranch impedances. 
The limiting frequencies for these bands are given by the 
equation 
cosh 	±1 	 (22) 
and occur when 
C3L 
(23) 
c 	 LStL J a s4 
The characteristic impedance LZ, is real within a 
pass bend and otherwise imaginary. 
The high—pass filter with which this chapter is 
concerned, has inductive Bidebranchea consisting of open tubes in 
the side of the main tube. The aidebranob impedance is 
'= 	L'E 	 (24) 
- 44 - 
where 	is the effective length of the sidebranch. Since L 
-CoL equation (24) is identical with equation (15)  above when 
Is email enough for the relation 
	
1a. LZ C 	 (25) 
CA- 	 ZZ 
to be satisfied. 
Figs 62 and 63 show the variation of I and 
for a filter whose design is discussed later. Values are 
given for four different ratios 	 in order to show the 
effect of this ratio on the performances Pig 64 gives the 
corresponding theoretical attenuation curves for the tour-section 
filter when correctly terminated. 
It is appropriate to notice here, without examining 
In detail the complex question of impedance mismatching, that 
It is in general impracticable to terminate an acoustic filter 
In its characteristic impedance, which varies continuously with 
frequency. It is possible, in electrical practice, to design 
terminating networks which present an approximately correct 
Impedance to a filter at all frequencies; with the simple constant-
filter analogous to the acoustic filter described, however, it is 
to 
usualAterminate the filter in a resistance equal to the limiting 
value of its characteristic iiedanoe at zero or infinite frequency 
for a low-pass or a high-pass filter respectively. This procedure 
In obviously undesirable in the acoustic case, since a resistive 
termination will increase the D.C. pressure loss of the system, 
so that a considerable mismatch is normally present. The effect 
of a mismatch in general is to widen the attentuatlon bands of 
the filter, and to reduce the maxim attentuation obtainable. 
3. The Righ-Pass Filter, 
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to the use or the low-pass filter of Fig lie as a silencer for 
Internal combustion engines, especially on motor vehicles; an 
outline of the conclusions reached, with a very comprehensive 
bib1iogspy, is given in the paper by H. Martin, U. 8ohmidt, and 
•. Will,na (see Rsti'lfr). In order to use a lo, pass 
filter as a silencer, however, it is necessary to arrange for its 
lowest pass band to fall below the lowest frequency of which 
attentuation is required, and for low frequencies such as are 
encountered with industrial Roots blowers the dimensions of 
such a filter become impracticably large. For this reason the 
writer thought it of interest to make an experimental study of 
a filter of the high-pass type (Fig lib), designing it to 
attenuate the lower frequencies of the blower noise. The 
design of such a filter, and the tests carried out on it are 
described in the remainder of this chapter. 
After the commencement of this study the writer's 
attention was drawn to a paper by Schuster and Xipnis (see 
References) which is concerned with the same problem. The 
conclusion, reached in this paper are discussed and related to 
the 	result, in a later section. 
The first filter designed was intended only for 
transmission measurements, and not for direct application to 
blower silenaingi accordingly a out-off frequency of about LiOO c/o 
was arbitrarily chosen. It was pointed out in the last section 
that the sidebranch.s of a high-pass filter are open tubes 
analogous to inductances, and equation (A.70) shows that for good  
efficiency the length of the aidobranches should be email in 
comparison with the length of a filter section. For this reason 
the sidebranohes of the filter designed were simply holes drilled 
through the walls of the main filter tube in the appropriate 
r 	ooJ 
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positions (Ftg.65) The curves of Figs 62 and 63, which are 
S 
drawn for various values of 3T, 7 refer to filters with 
aldebranches consisting of two, four, six, and eight holes 
In parallel. These filters are distinguished by the numeral. 
I, II, III and IV respectively, and the suffix A Is used to 
differentiate between the first design and a modification (B) 
which is described later. Some details of the design of the 
filter are given in Appendix lye. 
L, The ZperimentSl Apparatus, 
In order to measure the attenuation of the filters, 
the equipment shown in block schematic form in Fig.66 was used. 
The output from an audio—frequency oscillator was amplified and 
fed to a horn loudspeaker driving unit which was coupled by a 
short horn to the filter. The loudapeakr unit and coupling 
horn were cuo].oeed in a wooden box and heavily legged in order 
to reduce stray sound emission as for as practicable. The 
sound at the open and of the filter was picked up and amplified a-s 
described earlier (part One 1.3) and fed Into the Marconi iave 
Analyser, which was used to measure the sound amplitude. The 
technique adopted consisted in comparing the sound levels at 
the mouth of the filter, and at the mouth of the coupling horn 
with the filter r'smoved, at frequencies between 100 c/o and 
1000 c/a. 
5* The Eaperimental Results* 
An attenuation curve for the first filter tested, 
IA, is shown in F19.67. Both Fig 67 and Fig 68 which is a 
similar curve for filter ILA show pronounced resonances at certain 
frequencies, evidenced by sharp dips in the attentuation 
characteristics. These resonances are the natural resonances 
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In a silencer system besaDsu or the presence of other parts or 
the acoustic system; since the resonances complicate the 
experimental results $ slight alteration was made to the filters 
In order to reduce resonance effects as much as possible. This 
alteration consisted of a displacement of the el.debrunchee 
towards one and of the filter by n small amount; it was based 
on the observation that in Figs. 67 and 68 the z'eaonunce 
corresponding to the fourth natural mode at about 500 c/a does 
not appear, and the second mode at about 250 c/a is not prominent. 
The suppression is due to the presence or the eidebranches, which 
effectively force pressure nodes in their planes; reference to 
Pig 69a, which shows the positions of the pressure antinodes 
for the tube, reveals that for the fourth mode the antinodes 
occur at the sidebranch locations, so that the node Is suppressed; 
the effect on the second mode Is similar in principle but less 
marked, since for this node the pressure amplitude is not at 
its maximum at the sidebranch locations. The remaining modes 
are affected similarly but to a lea. extent. The displacement 
of the sidebranch system towards one end of the tube (Fig 69b) 
Increases the suppression of the third and sixth modes without 
much altering that of the second and fourth. The asymmetrical 
filters resulting from this alteration, which have similar 
sidebranches to the "A" filter., are distinguished by the suffix 
"B". 
FIg. 70 and 71 show the attenuation due to filters 
lB and IIB respect ively;the reduction of the resonances is 
apparent by comparison with Figs 67 and 68. Fig.72 superimposes 
the measured characteristic, Pig.71, on the theoretical curves 
for filter IIB; the salient differences are (a) the considerable 
reduction in peak attentuation, and 
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(b) the diaappeaz'anoe of the first pass band between 
300 c/i and 550  c/o. 
Both these effects are to be expected because of 
the impedance mis-matching at the filter terminations. In view 
of the complexity of the theory of mismatching, and the fact 
that an exactly analogous treatment 18 given very comprehensively 
In standard electrical filter textbooks (Shea, 3tarri see 
References), no attempt is made to treat the subject here; but 
It may be observed that the effects noticed above are probably 
quite similar to the performance of the filter in practice, 
since it Is unusual toatteinpt to terminate an acoustic filter 
correctly for reasons noted earlier, and furthermore that the 
Loss of the puss band In not disadvantageous to the filter 
performance. In azy event it appears that the effects of 
mismatching are lees important than another phenomenon observed 
during the teats. 
It had been noticed that, although the sound level 
at the microphone was reduced by the filter as shown by the 
performance curves, the ambient sound level as Judged by ear 
seemed almost unaffected by the presence of the filter. / 
Measurements were made to check this observation by placing the 
microphone at a fixed distance from the filter axis and comparing 
the sound levels with and without the filter In position. Pig. 
73 for filter IIB Is typical of the results obtained, and show. 
the effect of the filter is never appreciable within the frequency 
range covered. 
6 9 Limited Uaefness.of the High—Pass i'iie4'. 
Two explanations of the lack of attenuation present 
themselves; inadeujiate suppression of stray sound from the loud- 
speaker unit, which is a matter of experimental technique, and 
30 
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radiation from the filter sidebranohes, which is fundamental to 
the design. With the apparatus available it iaAto separate 
these two factors, but an idea of the magnitude of the radiation 
may be obtained from the following considerations. Measurements 
or the stray sound level at the sile and back of the loudspeaker 
unit showed that the level was about 20tb down on that at the 
mouth of the coupling horn; it is obvious that such measurements 
are potentially very inaccurate but the stray sound level cannot 
be higher than It appears, at least at low frequencies. Thus 
the stray sound level at the microphone position of F19973 must 
be at least 16 d.b down on the source level, or 2C ctb down on 
the total sound level at the microphone, so that aidebranoh 
radiation must be held responsible for the remaining 20-30 Lb 
necessary to bring the level with the filter in position (for 
which the "source level' at the and of the filter is 20-3C &b 
down compared with the actual source level, according to Fi.71) 
up to its measured value in F19.73. 
The paper by Schuster and Kipais referred to above 
(section Three) notes a similar effect observed in an experimental 
filter of this type built for silencing small petrol engines. 
Pig.74 9 which is taken from this paper, shows the filter used 
and also the expedient adopted to minimise the effect of the 
sidebranch radiation. This consisted of a chamber lined with 
asbestos wool surrounding the multiple filter tubes; it was 
necessarily in communication with the atmosphere so that it had 
efet cr, the 
noAtheoretical filter characteristics. The paper gives no 
specific details of the performance of the silencer; 6chuster and 
Kipnis were in fact more interested in the reduced silencer 
pressure loss afforded by the construction than in its silencing. 
It is difficult to believe, In the face of experience with modern 
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absorption type silencers, tht the absorption chamber 
surrounding the filter would appreciably attenuate frequencies 
below about 1000 c/a; the writer concludes that Schuster and 
Kipnie accepted as satisfactory a noise level comparable with 
that of a conventional silencer on account of the lower power 
loss of the filter design. As they state that one purpose 
of the surrounding chamber is to raise the silencer temperature 
and thus, by increasing the sound velocity, raise the out—off 
frequency, it is perhaps fair to conclude that the silencing 
effect of the absorption chamber was of secondary Importance. 
Further experimental work on the high-pass 
filter to determine the extent of aldebranoh radiation, and to 
Investigate such expedients for reducing it as the absorption 
chamber, is necessary before any practical progress can be 
made in this direction. Since the more complex and 
specialised equipment necessary was not available, the writer 
left this part of the work in an unfinished state. For 
this reason no measured attentuation curves have been plotted 
to compare with the tbssti.al characteristics of filters 
III and IV. 
LLF 	 1itl 	IJi1± 
It has been noticed above that blower noise at the 
fundamental frequency, though of large amplitude, is not usually 
objectionable to the ear because of the low aural sensitivity 
at low frequencies. The vibrations are, however, sometimes 
evidenced in other ways, such as the vibration of near-by 
doors and windo, or even physical discomfort to engine 
attendants. It is therefore of interest to consider the 
suppression of the fundamental frequency and its low harmonics. 
The simplest method of achieving a useful 
attenuation of these low frequencies appears to be the use of 
a single-section low-pass filter employing a resonant aidebranch 
toned to the frequency of which suppression is desirede buch 
a solution is applicable only to engines whose speed is nominally 
fixed; but the sne3iaLt7 of stationary engines, with which trouble 
of this kind is most often experienced, are constant speed 
installations. A silencer of this kind is a special case of 
the Stewart-Mason low-pass filter of Fig ha. 
In order to get a reasonably wide attenuation band 
with such a filter it is necessary that the conductivity of the 
resonator neck be large, and this necessitates a large resonator 
volume; it is also necessary to use multiple sections if a high 
attenuation is required, so that the filter may become impracticably 
large. However if a single frequency only is to be suppressed 
the band width of the filter need only allow for variations in 
engine speed and temperature effects, and the conductivity, and 
hence the volume, can be correspondingly smaller. In addition, 
the fact that the attenuation occurs at the resonant frequency 
of the sidebranch, and In therefore theoretically infinite, and 
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in practice quite large, Will often enable a single section to 
suffice, so that there is a further saving of apace. This 
short chapter is devoted to a discussion of the performance of 
an experimental filter of this kind. 
2. The Exnprjmental. Ptlter. 
The silencer used in this study was designed to 
suppress the blower fundamental at 700 r.p.me in order that it 
might be tested in practice on the blower rig described in part 
One. Appendix V summarises the theory and gives details of the 
designj general arrangement drawings appear in P19.75. kig.76 
shows in full lines the theoretical performance, and in broken 
line the attenuation as measured by the apparatus of 5ection Four 
of the lest chapter. It will be observed that the effect of 
mismatching and dissipation is to act a finite limit to the 
theoretically infinite attenuation at resonance, and as before to 
widen the attenuation band. 
The performance of the silencer in practice is shown 
by iiga.77 9 78 and 79 which are noise spectra for the blower with 
and without the silencer at 500, 600 and 700 r.p.m. The attenuation 
achieved ie seen to exceed the theoretical performance, the second 
and fourth harmonics, as well as the fundamental, being suppressed 
to a considerable extent. In this case the mismatching in in 
fact of some advantage to the filter performance, since the resonant 
sidebranob maintains an adequate attenuation and the band-width 
Is much increased. 
39 The Pemjesjble Bandauaidtp. 
The effect of temperature changes upon performance 
assumes some potential importance when a narrow-band filter is 
used to suppress a particular frequency. Since the Velocity of 
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0- t JiF,  (26) 
where Pa - atmospheric pressure 
- adiabatic index 
and 	- density, the effect of temperature 




where CLc, = speed of sound at 0 0C a 1086 ft/sec 
T a tamperstur. (degrees Absolute) 
and T0 - 00C - 2730L 
The Variation is shown in Fig.80; over the range 
0° -40°C the variation is about 	3.4 of the Value at 200C. 
Since the temperature range quoted covers any probable variation 
of ambient temperature, at any rate in this country, the minimum 
band width required is from 0.966 fr to 1.034 fr. If Zr in the 
designed resonance frequency at 20°C. 
As an azaiie, the necessary band width for the 
filter is from 45 of. to 48.5 afa it may be seen from Pig.76 
that the attenuation varies les, than I d.b over this range. It 
appears that teinpez'ature effects would normally be quite negligible. 
The effect of speed variation may be similarly 
determined; the percentage speed variation found in practice may 
be quite lam in some case. (for example, an engine driving a 
D.C. generator) but it should rarely exceed 54. 
4 	regupncyJjarjionjp 3urepa ton. 
This discussion may be completed )r noticing that if 
greater attenuation of the lower harmonics were required it could 
very easily be achieved by adding further eid.ebraoabes tuned to 
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dimensions would not be excessive; for example a further 
sidebranob to suppress the fourth harmonic would increase the 
total silencer volume by about 25. Pigs.81a and b show outline 
drawings, a theoretical attenuation curve, and an estimated 
performance curve, for the experimental silencer with an 
additional siciebranch tuned to the fourth harmonic; in 
practice it is to be expected that this would suppress all 
noise of frequencies below the cavity resonance frequency 
band at about 200 c/o. 

APPENDIX I 
Is. The Meimbolts Raonator. 
For the purpose of the study of cavity resonance 
in Part One Chapter Three it is convenient to utilise the theory 
of the Helmholtz Resonator developed by Rayleigh. 
By Imposing the condition that the dimensions of 
the resonator are small in comparison with the wavelength (less 
than 	it is permissible to calculate the motion on the 
assumptions that the kinetic energy is confined to the air in the 
neighbourhood of the aperture or neck, and that the pressure 
in the vessel is uniform. If the aperture of the simple resonator 
of Fig. Ala is supposed to be closed by a masaleas piston then 
the pressure difference across the piston due to a small change 
of volume 
= 	 (A.1.) 
where is the static pressure 
and .r the resonator volume, and the work done 
during the change of volume is 
- 	 (A.2) 
Since the static or atmospheric pressure 
= 	 (A.3) 
where 	=density 
and o- = speed of sound 
the potential energy involved may be 
written 
('94) 
The kinetic energy of the motion may be written 
-e 
Amen 	 -tr 	
RRER S 
(a..) 	 (i,) 
Fg.Rl: THE HELtIHOLTZ R SOMA TOR 
F. 172: SYIQLS 70* TABLE  
S 
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where v - 	a volume current 
c&t 
and a - 	conductivity of aperture. 
Then the equation of motion is 
	
J1 +CL 	 0 	(A6a) at 




-u- 	 (A6b) 
whence the natural frequency is 
'- 	 (A7) T 	trJ 	 (5) 
This is •quation1of the text. 
The value of the conductivity C can be determined 
rigorously only for certain theoretical case.. The subject is 
treated exhaustively by £ayleighj for the purpose of this thesis 
It is sufficient to quote some of his conclusions, and to comment 
upon their application to the work described. 
A rigorous solution way be found for the conductivity 
of an elliptical aperture in an infinite plan wall of negligible 
thfkai'aa. The solution for the limiting circular aperture is 
of most interest; 
(A8) 
Where It _ radius of aperture. 
If the neck of a resonator is a tube (Fig.Ib) of 
area S and length C-fitted with an Infinite flange, then the 




assuming the aperture to be approximately circular; 
In the equation the term I .611R is the end conrectjon which must 
be added to the actual length to allow for the extension of the 
motion of the air beyond the boundaries of the neck. 
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for one open end. 
Rayleigh also shows that for an elliptical aperture 
the conductivity exceeds that of the circular aperture of equal 
area by a factor dependent on the eccentricity, and he concludes 
that the factors may be applied to any elongated apprximstely 
elliptical aperture. It appears necessary, in view of this, to 
apply a similar correction to the conductivities of the blower 
cavity resonator., in which the aperture is of rectangular shape 
with an aspect ratio varying between infinity and about 2:1;the 
corresponding factors vary between infinity and about 1003. 
The writer decided, however, that as the apertures are so complex 
In shape that the approach is necessarily empirical, the additional 
complication involved in allowing for the aspect ratio would not 
be justified, since it would increase the difficulties of 
correlating figures for different blowers without introducing arv 
compensating advantage. 
lb. The Blower Cavjty Resonator. 
Table I gives the results of the area measurements 
and frequency and conductivity calculations discussed in Part 
One Chapter Three. The significance of the symbols employed is 
shown on Fig. A2. 
TABLE I 
VOLUME Copa,ucrwm TREQVENC 
Sax 4- 
ce TVUC C1 12 
o 431 iic 600 - - - 
10 45S4c5' 2.f4 •1I Sb 0 210 •84 •li 113 •$ZI 
20 1I 414.6 aao .9a Soo 3,0 1.61 •ars 1.'d4 .(5 
30 360 459 178 lu ISO 560 .60 41a a•14 •o6 
q o 3f 41.11 141 I-So 450 I•'f 176 US -309 
3-al' 
SO P. 319 460 
60 646 3.06 470 
10 59S .94 180 
90 311 2.80 190 
09 
lie. Rate of Presaure Rise in the Blower Cavity. 
The configuration of the blower rotors just after one 
rotor tip has passed the port edge is shown in Fig..3. The 
gas velocity through the nozzle formed by the port edge and the 
rotor tip is given by equation (9) 
V JLjiLi. 	 (all) 
where V - gas velocity at throat 
and UcLI - adiabatic head. 
l-L cJ is defined in terms of the pressure ratio 
across the nozzle by equation (10) 
4aA = 	r [r 	- 	 (Al2) 
where 	=adiabatic index 
- gas constant = 1119 
T = absolute temperature 
and 	= pressure ratio across nozzle 
Values of 91A  are plotted in Fig.48 in the text. Fig.4 shows 
the variation of V for the same conditions (T - 2,3°K : 
Pig.A5 which is a repeat of Fig.42 
of the text show the variation in throat area of the nozzle over 





where 8 - throat area 
and 9 = angle of rotationie a good approximation to the 
curve over the range 00..,200 ; the errors introduced by this and 
other approimationa are discussed later. 
,asuming that the pressure on the delivery aid.e of 
the nozzle is constant, for a change of pressure ratio across the 
nozzle from I,toj,athe ratio of the pressures inside the cavity 
In 
::IREA S 
ro . 113: -Ro-ro-R CowFscu11rION 5HOrL.Y RPTER '7EL.EAsE 
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(A1L) 
where the symbol • refers to the inside of the 
cavity and the subscript. I and 2 distinguish conditions before 
and after the Change in pressure ratio. 
Fig. A6 , a repeat of Fig& liO in the text, shows that 
the cavity volume -¼r in constant over the first j50 of rotation, 
and varies only slightly in the next 50  no error is introduced 
by considering 	as constant, therefore, unless the time of rise 
calculated exceed. 150 4 
It the volume of the gas remains constant during the 
change of pressure ratio referred to above, then 
-±- 	 (A15) 
w. TI 
where -t, / -t, are the weights of g*e in the cavity 
and 	are the gas temperatures, before and after the change. 
It the change of temperature is that corresponding to adiabatic 
compression of the gas originally in the cavity, then 
= 	 (A16) 
1't 
/ 
or 	 S\• 	 (A17) 
Nowt,= -ti), •- 
where i), ' is the weight of gas that has flowed through the 
nozzle during the change of pressure ratio. If the initial 
conditions in the cavity are known, iZ, is given by 
- 1It2 r 	(Al 8) 
where -'J Is the cavity volume (note that the subscript 
differentiates the two casing volumes and has no reference to the 
changes accompanying the pressure ratio change), 
and f, Is the initial density. 
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Then for a given change of pressure ratio, the 
tnesnt of weight of the gas in the cavity can be found. 
This increment of gas has passed through the nozzle 
at a vslooitp given by aWation (All) above. In performing a 
step-by-step calculation it is necessary to use the mean value 
of the adiabatic velocity over the time interval chosen. If 
the time interval under consideration I. from t to t z.. then 
'Vw¼ (L- t) I (1-€.) 
vi 	 (A.19) 
ere ('-2- density of gas in delivery space 
-mean adiabatic velocity 
and t is a factor to take account of the change in throat 
area. 	During rotation from Of to 0 -,by equation (A13) above, 
the mean throat area Sm is 
Q(c 	(&,4-6.) 
; (A.20) 
If the blower is rotating uniformly at r.p.s. 
360n (*.21) 
If 1b, and tLeorrespond to 9, c 	 respectively, so 
that 
)L 	0•001 	360 	 (.22) 
Now for a known change of pressure ratio,  
and 	all known, so that (L-() can be calculated from the 
Value of 	already obtained. If the calculation is begun (1 o) 
at the moment of release ( & (° ) the time at which each step 
in the pressure ratio variation is completed can be found. 
For a constant value of pressure ratio change, -w ' 
is independent of speed; since I In directly proportional to 
speed, it is apparent that the angle of rise varies as the square 
root of the speed, and the time of rise varies inversely aa , the 
square root of the speed. The accompating figures (Table II) 
- 61 - 
are calculated for rt M 10 r.p.e. (W 600 r.p.m.) and 
- inlet pressure - 15 
- 4.5 z 1 0-  
Then 	 40, - 2.014 x I O ib. 	Values are calculated 
for pressure ratios of 1.2:1, 1.4:1, 1.6:1, 1.8:1, and 2.0:1. 
The resulting curves are plotted in Fig.49 in the text. 
It will be observed that no calou]sted angle of rise 
In longer than 140,  so that the assumption* in respect of s and 
L noted above are justified; since theee assumptions are in fact 
1iito good up to about Z)°, and since the angle of rise for the 
faaxS1a pressure ratio, 211, at 600.r.p.ne is about 114
0
, the 
curves could be used at least up to a speed given by 
U 1 : 6OC( 
	
1200 r.p.m. 
without seriouserror* It it were desired to plot 
curves applicable to higher speeds, it would be necessary to 
adopt an iterative method to allow for the variation of S and -%,'-L - 
The steps in such a method would be an follows: 
Iasume now values for 8 and V-,. over the interval 
considered. 
Calculate the length of ths interval as above. 
Check the assumed values with F1g.A5 and F19.A.6. 
(I) Uorrect values and re-calculate it necessary. 
lib. Pmasqge 	 Iv 
For the conditions discussed in Chapter Pour, Section 
Two, the aelaulat ions are similar to those given above; a 
•bltficatton results from the substitution of a constant beck-
flow ebsimelarea for the variable throat area Be The assumption 
is made here that the entire area of the back-flow channel is 
TRSLE It 
L ' Vm Vp 
&L-t 
TO,  ( aol (xio) (x io) ,o') x io (x/o3)  
i.iil .oe,a 13.5! i 761 •91 •'971 350 
iiz' 109a Z03a iz.zo 149' T - LIN )'l?I 5'.3'_ 
1.6 
1A 113 1100 Z­4 1910 -63 39, 1739 3'963 t'9( 
1" 30T 8S9 Jo% 9.7_ 
1.2 1.0 I.Oo 139 4118 500 65 3oo I•08 $3.o 
H2 1 -014 I76 io 1433 I3o710'7  1143 412. 
(143 1400 2.132. I03 ( I•'79 3a9, V7SS 61 
1111 L86° 59 •?B G 20i t1 8Z 
I•aoo 1.13 17 390a oo •S8 -r 6. ,q1BO tz..ri .s3' iz.ii 
1-143 ,.too z.o'' LoS I3t i9B 
J A 
1.11 Ilt 9 1,94 4.8V 
~10 Iaoo (t3? 318c 6r.00 -523 4 ,970 149 3.390 12.10  
161 _1-9 1— 360 9.9 .8 3.goo 3.o I104 
1•2.00 1 .z p 1.0 (9 3•rlZ 5700 -4cr 6'1O 3-169 (HI 
i•Zo° 1.13 Z•93 5o0 •fl 7.t3 7t3 S9 c 
TABLE 111 
INrrl4L. 	r 
Z•o '' 	1 ' i-a 
RFrEZ 	RELEAE_(s6.) 
2.0  
19 •19  
1 .3 41 
324 
0 
.4 . 1 19. 0  
(2 •f.df 6 . Z'6( 5•oi 3.L9 0 
10 (3.1 1 3.0 6 It-9q 10s' '1S9 
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opened by the rotor tip instantaneously; although this is 
obviously untrue, the error makes very little difference 
to the calculated pressure rise duration., bjt simplifies 
the calculation by avoiding the necaeeity of assuming a 
shape for the back—flow channel; there 1s also a gain in 
generality. 
Table III gives the results of the calculations 
referred to in Chapter Pour; these results are plotted in 
F19.57 in the text. 
APPEND  III 
The ;iavetoz'Di EnveLoDe. 
Chapter Three, Section Two, hits three factors 
principally responsible for the characteristic shape of the 
waveform envelops. It is convenient first to consider these 
factors separately. 
(a) The 1)iaptDatj.oi) of 1nergy In Dau49g, 
zayleigh's expression for the amplitude variation 
of a damped Bingle-degree-offr.edom resonator is given in 
equation (12) 
(.23) 
where X peak amplitude 
resonance frequency 
C - conductivity 
CL= speed of sound 
To apply this to the cavity resonance it is necessary 
to allow for the Variation of the system constants. The exponent 
may be rewritten 
IiTQ. 
	Q}C. 	 (A.24) 
since 	 CL 	 (A.7) 
From the values given for the blower cavity in Table 
Is the equation (A.24) can be evaluated every 100 of rotation, 
and wean values found for each 100  interval. Theee values 
follow in Table IV. The effect of the critical angle at j)O in 






















(b) The Variation in Frequency 
The energy of a system performin6 simple harmonic 
vibrations is given by I. 
IL 	E 	-E? 	-vV 	k 	(A.25) 
where E - Total energy 
E- Kinetic energy 
E 	Potenti1 energy 
m - Mass or system 
V - Velocity of system 
k Stiffness of system 
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and X = aiplitude of system 
.•t i'eeonsnce 	'4 
cr m Lz Pz 
i 	( 	. 
rj + 
But If X.- X. " 
Then from (\.25) 
(i • 26) 
(.27) 
than 
where X0 - peak amplitude 
 
V 	 x. 	 (A.28) 
substituting (A•27) and (A.28) in (A.26) 
I  m 	
I 	 .7 
t 
or 	z -JL WN 	 (A.29) 
This is equation (13) of the text. Nov if E 
in constant, then 
- 	 (A.3) 
	
v. k. 	k 
But for a Helmholtz resonator 
(Appendix 1) 
Than 
X0  .", j -CT1 	 (A.31) 
This Is equation(14)of the text. Thenaasuming 
that at 100  the amplitude is unity, the amplitude at 20 is given 
J (a.32) 
(a) The £iecontinuitz at the Criticai Angieo 
At the critical angle, which 1s assumed to be 400 
in this analysis, thOrS is a change of system coratante, the 
freienay remaining unaltered instantaneously. Then if the 
conductivities Just before and just after 40 0  areC' and C,and 
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Values of the znplitiide everz, 10 0 9 assuming it to 
be unity at 100 and allowing for factors (b) and (o), are 
calculated from equations A.32 and A. 3 in Table V below, 
for v-lues of c  and%rfmn. Table I. 
TABLE V 
Angle fmplitud. 
Io 1. • 	L) 
20 .99 








The tinRi results, cobining all three factors, 
are shown In Table VI for speeds of 300, 400 9 500, and 600 r.p.m. 
P 11 T 	tWitir 
The analogy discussed hei'e is that in which the 
pressure and volume current in the acoustic system are considered 
as analogous to electrical voltege and current respectively. 
The Con.triotig or Moustical Inductance. 
With the rotation of Plg.A.7a, the mass of air in 
the constriction In 
m = 	 (A.314) 
If the displacement is 	the soosleration is 
	
Cl! i 	 cu1 - andth.weesaome.rationia 
This acceleration is due to a force 	• 'Then 
o s 	eS.Q_ • 	 (A.35) 
In the electrical case, 
EHL 	 (e.36) CLt 
where E. 	voltage 
LI. - inductance 
CG 
rt 
- rate of change of current 
8mbe the acoustic analogue of current is volume 
current Y, or 	, the analogue of 	isAt 	1t CLt
Then comparing (A.35) with  (A.36) 
(ç) 	 (.37) 
from which 
L 	(4) . 	This is equation (15) 
of the text. 
The aflc_or Ac oustic Caeaitpoe. 
With the notation of F1g..7b, the pressure across 
a volume is related to the change of volume by the expression 
K 	 (i.38) 
whore K - bulkmodulus. '°- 
and & - speed of Sound 
,r 	
I 
S 	I 	 I 
I I 	I 
Riq 
I, La  x P 4 
S 
(ar) Rt'sii,. Tt4PLICTRNCE 
-- 
\\ 	 __ 
I 	VOi1t1E 	I 
I RIEH 
-'-7- 	 S 
\\\\ 
c& 2 
(b) Rcous-rtcRi.. CAPACITANCE 
Eg . RI; RcovTtcit. Lu,IrED ClC.tIT ELEMENTS 
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Now in the electrical case 
	
£ 	 ( , .39) 
where £ - voltage 
C W capacitance 
and IV W 
SLCLt7 
- charge, since as before volume 
current is analogous to current, 
I- 
ctt 
and fL Ct+= 
Then comparing (%.38)  with (A.39) 
- (() 	 (A.L&o) 
from which C = ( aZ:-'). This is equation (16) of the text. 
11-t 
IVb. Th2 Recurrent Acoustic Filter. 
The theory which follows is based closely on 1B8ofl'B 
work but is simplified at the outset by the omission of the terms 
allowing for viscous dissipation which Mason is compelled to 
discoid to obtain a useful solution. 
The fundamental equation for plane sound waves in 
a tube, neglecting dissipation, is 
- 	°- 	 (..Li) 
where 	- displacement 
time 
and X.  - distance from origin. 
The most useful solution is 
L 7. jj 
£co ci x-  
where ck is the Propagation constant. Equation (A.42) is 
•1 
a solution of (A.41) provided that 	c LZ 
CL 
or 
- 	 - 
It is usually more convenient to use the Volume 
Current, V: S  
as in the analogy outlined 






In order to determin • A and B, put 
In (A941) 	Then 




Also the excess pressure or sound pressure 
the static pressure Po by the equation:- 
(A.L45) 
o is related to 
(.Ll6) 




Again putting c- 0 
or - 	 (A.48) 
Then from (A.Wi), (A.45), and (A.48) 
(/9) 
V 	V C.Qbe. o&L - 	 0(. 	 ç 
Now 	 is the specific characteristic impedance of the 
air (Morse, see References). 'riting this 2L , equations (A.49) 
become 
(A.50) 
It should be noted that 	is not an analogous 
Impedance, equal to the ratio of pressure to volume current, but 
Is the ratio of pressure to velocity. In fact 
- 70 - 
-, 	Tat.. 
- s ' 
Its used in this discussion because it clarifies 
the effect of varying the circuit parameters at a later stage. 
The recurrent filter takes the general form shown 
In Fig.A8a; PLg.Ub shows one element to a larger scale. Before 
developing expressions for the circuit parameters it is necessary 
to consider the effect of the junction of a aidebranch with the 
main tube. 
The laws of Kirchoff, in their acoustic analogy, 
apply to the pressure and volume current at a junction; that is 
to say the pressure is the same on both aides of the junction, 
assuiping the width of the sidebranch is small in comparison with 
the wavelength, and the sum of all the volume currents at the 
junction is zero. Some uncertainty arises as to the exact lengths 
of the tubes; Mason recommends that all tube lengths be measured 
to the centre lines of the junction. Some comments on this subject 
are made later. 
In the recurrent filter, for the first length of tube 
L from the end to the sidebranch, from equation (j.50) 
	
L - 	s..-'- 	L 	(.431) 
V 	V1 	 - s, 	&c L 
At the junction 
(.52) 
where Z, 1. the sidebranob specific acoustic impedance 
Substituting (A.52) into ('.i) 
I'3 	 - 'L 	cQ,L 	1 
V (&L 	 (A.$) 
At the end of the first section of the filter 
2 10 	I 
a) FOUR -SECTION Rcousr,c Fu. -rig 






(b) SINcLE S'Ec -rIoN OF FILTER 
F& -  RS: RECURRENT RcousTc lt.TEZ 
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L 
i' 	V 	LL - S, 	LLj 
Combining (A953) and (A.54) 
(2L  




aL . 	 aL) 
L) 
By comparison with equation. (A.50) the.e may be written 






/( 4 i5EL) 
a t4 LHL4 
These are equation. (18) and (19) of the text. 
It may be shown similarly that for r filter section. 
V 	 - 
where 	VW) V, are the pressure and volume current after the r 
section. 
I. the specific characteristic or iterative 
Impedance of the filter. 
The effect of inserting a filter in any given circuit 
is calculated by an application of Thevenin's theorem in the 
following way. It Is asaumeG that the filter is inserted at a 
Junction at which the impedances looking towards and away from 
- 72 - 
the source of pressure 	are 	and 
	
Then if 	is the 
SI 




and from equation 
	






- 	 i 






which may be written 
~-- ) I 	 1 
If the filter were not inserted, then VLwould be 
(.63) 
Then the insertion loss of the filter is 
- - (Va 	 1'
- 	i - (4. (4 7)r14/ ft 
The significance of the five factors of this 
expression is discussed in standard filter texts (see References); 
for the present purpose it is auticient to notice that t. is the 
attenuation loss of the filter, and that if 
the remaining factors disappear. 
In these circumstances the filter is said to be correctly terminated, 
and the calculation of the performance is comparatively simple. 
The attenuation oh,aaet.riaties of the filter are 
determined in the following manner. Since 
(equation (A.43) ) 
Cx- 
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equation (A.57) may be written 
 2,mL) (A.65)  
CL 	a 	, 
jo / I 0 - . I CA. / ) 
Now If -Xs is imaginary, that is to say the eld.branch is purely 
reactive, cash is always real* But 
	
c,J1 	 cpQc#LsAA 	(A.66) 
where A 18 the Attenuation constant 
and B is the phase constant. 
Then if 	1. always real, either 	 or sin B. both, 
must be zero, that is to say either Ala zero or the phase shift 
is zero or nIT radians. Gosh A can never be lees than 1 9 and 
c= B must lie between +1 and -1; then if the phase shift Is 
zero or nir radian. 	I cez, I ( is 1, and cosh 0 cannot lie 
between +1 and -1 w  so that A is not zero except at the limits: 
when cash 11 is between +1 and j A must be zero. 
Thus tho, frea 	spectrum In divided into alternate 





The specific characteristic impedance 	is real within a pass 
band and otherwise imaginary. 
From equation (A.65) the limiting values of the 




The type e of filter Is determined by the astare of the sid.bisash 
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impedances. For the high-pass filter with which this study 
Is concerned the sidebranohes consist of short tubes open at the 
outer end, and have an inductive impedanc, given by 
C. 	- tLe- 	 (A.69) 
where kR is the effective length of the aidebranch 
(Morse, see References). 
Then 
.' + -i- 	
- 	 (.. 
Figures 62 and 63 of the text show the variation 
with frequency of (wt 11 and 'o for four values of/i , and 
Fig.64 gives the corresponding attentuation curves for the 
correctly terminated filter. 
IV.o. The e8j.gn of the USb=MM !jlter. 
The most suitable material available for the filter 
tub. was 2" inside diameter steel tubing with a wall thickness of 
/16". Sine, the number of designs to give a desired cut-off 
freqpeney Is Infinite it was necessary to choose arbitrarily some 
Other dimensions; in the event the length of the sections 21, was 
fixed at 12" to give a four-section filter of reasonable length. 
Having fixed these values it In possible to determine - and 
analytically by eliainating' between (A68a) and A.69), and solving 
for 4ee • Since the method reduces to the solution of an equation 
between 4 and t&vQ however, it is more convenient to find 
06 
suitable value, of S-.L and 	by trial and error. It was found 
that a sidebranch consisting of eight k" diameter holes would make 
a 
and- 435- 
Sine, the filter was intended only for attenuation 
measurements these values were adopted. 
- '7F - 
It was noted above that Masonxeoomwends measurement 
of the sidebranah effective length from the centre line of the 
conducting tube. This can soaraely be justified except when the 
conducting tube is small enough to make its diameter comparable 
with the sidebranch end correction e. In the present case the 
writer used the equivalent length as given by the usual 
Rayleigh formula. 
The calculations for T and & are tedious but 
quite straightforward; substitution of a series of values of 
tjL 
 in equations (A.65) gives the values directly. It is 
CL 
not thought of interest to give examples of these calculations. 
APPENDIX V. 
Va. The Re sonator enaDcsr. 
Although the theory of the resonator silencer was 
first given by Rayleigh in a discussion of interference tubes, 
it is more convenient for the present purpose to treat the 
silencer by means of Mason's filter theory as a one-section 
low-pass filter. 
From Appendix IV, the value of cash 1' 	is given by 
a L + I L S 	aL 	(A"65) 
0. 
In which the symbols are as before. 
The aidebranoh impedance may be derived from the 




S, _Z,  —I  
Substituting (A.72) in (A.65) 
and noting that 
ML-'- 	- 
there results 
cash 	 C- .- - a C 	 '-- 	 F i c..- 
	
I 4 j 	- 	 - 
a (J&--- s) 
As before the cut-'off frequencies are given by 
cosh i 	I 	 (A.67) 
or, sabstituting in (4.73) 
66V WL 	L S  
- 	 ( 74) 
_ 
Also 
cash 1' 	Cosh A CC, B 4- 	P, c- 3 	(A.66) 
where t Is uii& attentuation constant 
and B is the phase constant 
ca 	La 
P'L 
F.89: Equsvci LENT rLECrRICR. CIRCUIT -Fox HELM HOLTZ Rgsow'rro* 
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Vb. Tbo D'in of the Silencer. 
Miny of thø *ileneir Ii vi.ne were decided arbitrarl 
by reference to the space and the in terial available. The 
fundamental frequency at 700 r.p.m. is 46.7 c/s, which is 
therefore the natural frequency of the resonator. Then 
f - 46.7 	 (A.7) 
wers°- speed at nound 
-- conductivity of aperture 
and 	volume of resonator, and this fixes 
the ratio C/'3. The resonator aperture consisted of a single 
circular hole in each of the side3 of the rectangular main tube 
of the silencer; this tube was of the name section as the outlet 
port of the blower. The hole disinoter was 	and the length *; 




and the resonator volume was 1162 in. 
These values gave a theoretical performance which 
Is shown in Fi.76 in ftte text. The cut-off frequencies are 
40.3 c/s and 78.6 c/s. 
kllDXX VI 




A ArbitrmT constant 
o Speed of Sound 
Phase Constant 
Arbitrary Constant 
C Electrical Capaoitanoe 
Cm Analogous Acoustic Capacitance 
C acouetja Conductivity 
E Total Energy 
Efr Kinetic Energy 
Ep potential Energy 




t- Electrical Current (Appendix IVa only) 
K Bulk Modulus of Air 
It Utiffneso 
L Electrical Inductance 
L Half-'ection length of iiCoUtiO Filter 
L aL Analogous Acoustic IDctance 
81d.bi'enoh length 
Length of Resonator Week 
- Effective length 
M Mass 
N Number of lobes per Rotor 
N speed, r.p.w. 
Vi Number of Filter Sections 
fl Speed, r.p.a. 
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?? Prisaure as defined 
7r Pasaurs Ratio 
cy Elsetpleal Charg 








Displacement A4 I tuds 
Z Analogous Acoustic Iedance 




A 	!fl change in 




I Throat Area Pastor 
ngu1ar Veloolty 
VIb. _Yaluea gdoñetante. 
- 1123 fat/sec. - 131476 In/sec 
ç - 14.5 z idr'5 lb/in 
N - 1149 izV' °'. 
at 151Win  and 20°C. 
- 79 - 
P7 
 
Pressure as dittoed 
I i Pressure Ratio 




T Absolute Temperature 
Velocity: Volume Velocity 
VrA Mean Velocity 
Volume 
Weight 
- Displacement Amplitude 
Analogous Acoustic Impedance 
Specific Acoustic Impedance 





A email change in 




Throat Area Pastor 
W Angular Velocity 
VIb. _Valuea of Conctinta. 
- - 1123 fat/sec. - 131476 in/eec 
- 1.5 x 107 5 lb/in3 
R - 1149 in/ ° C. 
1.14 
at 151b/in and 200C. 
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